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Meet Julie Gotham, our
new Executive Director for
Bikes4Kids

We are quite happy to introduce you to Julie
Gotham who has joined the Bikes4kids organization
this October. Julie will be responsible for a
multitude of responsibilities previously held by our
beloved Al Sannerud. We know that Al would be
pleased to have a person of Julie’s qualifications to
take over the helm of B4K.
Julie has great educational credentials for this
position which includes a MBA and a MSSW. Her
experience with non-profit organizations and
experience with local business leaders makes her an
excellent choice to lead the B4K organization.
In her own words, here is what she has to say about
how well she will meet the needs of this key
position for Bikes4Kids:

“Through my work and friendships in the
community, especially through the Blaine and Ham
Lake Rotary Club, I have been familiar with the
work of Bikes4Kids since it began. As a person with
a heart for service to those in need, I truly
appreciate the mission of Bikes4Kids, and I know
what a difference it can make in the lives of people
here and around the world.
Throughout my work career, I have worked in
organizations that require leaders who can fulfill a
multitude of roles and complete many different
tasks—often simultaneously! As a result, I am
accustomed to having a wide range of work
responsibilities. I am able to develop and
implement plans that involve logistics, scheduling,
coordination, and monitoring a great assortment of
details. I have planned and coordinated events of
all sizes—from galas and golf tournaments to
humanitarian trips to developing countries.
Because of the operations role that I have had
with health care organizations, I have the ability to
set and manage budgets, develop and maintain
relationships with a variety of constituents, and
implement processes to monitor metrics of
importance to the organization.
One of the best parts of the work I have done,
however, relates to volunteers. Whether working
with a board or a day to day group of volunteers, I
find those interactions to be among the best parts of
any job. As a volunteer myself, I know that the most
valuable gift anyone can give is their time. I know
that volunteers want to do meaningful work, be
appreciated, develop positive relationships and have
fun. I think I have ability to make those things
happen”.
Julie, welcome to Bikes4Kids, we are certainly
blessed and grateful to have you on the team and
look forward to your leadership and guidance.

The celebration also
included a special
visit by two well
known dignitaries.
State Senator Jim
Aebler and State
Senator
John
Hoffman.

Bikes4Kids Celebrates 10 Years of Service
to the Community
On a bright sunny
day in September
Bikes4Kids
celebrated the 10th
anniversary of the
organization.
The
celebration was held
on September 14 at
the current location
for Bikes4Kids. It
is also the home of
the Sannerud family
who have graciously
allowed their farm
place to be used as
the
base
of
operations for B4K. The event included a pig roast and
enough food to feed all 70 plus volunteers and any
friends and family members.
Dave Bothius, a good friend of the Sannerud family
graciously
and
very
adequately served as the
Master of Ceremonies for
this event. Included in the
participants
were
volunteers,
sponsors,
partners, and friends of
Bikes4Kids. Awards were
provided in recognition of
many
contributions
as
volunteers and supporters.
As a special surprise, two representatives from the
Blaine/Ham
Lake
Rotary Club presented
the
Bikes4Kids
organization with a
check for $1,000.
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In another highlight, the
Sannerud family was
awarded a well deserved
honor plaque for their
support and ongoing
contributions.
Pastor Paul Sannerud
acknowledged the award
for the family
Picture provided by permission from QCTV

The entire event was documented by QCTV and has also
videoed the event which can be seen at the site listed
below:
QCTV posted the video of the event on their YouTube
channel. https://youtu.be/J7JD1p9A7Tg

To help commemorate the occasion, David Hauschild,
one of the bicycle mechanics and a long time volunteer
worker at B4K put together the following history:
“There are 10 candles on the Bikes4Kids birthday cake
this year, and, like any 10 year old, the Bikes4Kids
volunteers would like to celebrate. But the party will
have to wait several months. Spring and summer are
“crunch times” for the Ham Lake, Minnesota, based
bicycle charity as the requests for bicycles currently
exceed the normal output. If this were a for-profit
business, management would cancel vacation and other
time off. But not now. However, when things slow down
in September, the mechanics can take off their shop
aprons and put down their tools, the transport trailers

can be parked, and everyone can take some welldeserved time off. Then there will be a party!
Here’s the background. For several years the
Kiwanis club in Coon Rapids had been restoring used
bikes to be distributed as Christmas gifts, but this work
was all done in a private garage. It was soon realized
that the need exceeded the capacity and a much larger
space was needed in order to expand this bike
restoration activity. In the spring of 2011 (ten years
ago), leadership of Kiwanis approached Al and Betty
Sannerud about using underutilized buildings on their
Ham Lake farm. Soon thereafter Al, whose career was in
accounting, incorporated Bikes4Kids as a 501 (c) (3) non
profit organization and the Bikes4Kids was formally
separated from Kiwanis, although Kiwanis remains a
major supporter.
Year after year output improved, both in terms of
quantity and in terms of quality. The quantity of bicycles
restored per year has risen quickly to more than 1000
and that number only dropped below 1000 in 2020 due to
Covid-19 related slowdown in shop activity. Quality is
more difficult to measure but that, too, has steadily
improved. One way to measure “quality” is the “wow”
impression of those receiving the bicycle. They thought
they were getting a “used” bicycle. They did. But to
them it is “like new”.
The journey of a bicycle through Bikes4Kids can take
different paths. From many different sources over 4000
bicycles are received each year. Some take a quick trip
to recycling. Some are cannibalized for reusable
components and then take a trip to recycling. Some are
donated “as is” to other charities including one in
Gambia, Africa. Some may have had “vintage” value
and been sold. About one in four of the bicycles received
is fully restored and provided to one of our many partner
organizations which in turn give them to people in need.

Bikes4Kids Holds Another Successful
Legacy Ride
On the beautiful day September 18, 2021, Bikes4Kids
held their third annual Legacy Ride at The Elm Creek
Park Trail. The ride included over 70 bike riders. It is
really a “fun family ride” and is open to the public. It is
also a revenue source for B4K in that all net proceeds go
on directly to support the mission of the organization.

The bikes scheduled to be restored are put in the
“line-up” queue (probably to satisfy a specific request).
A mechanic then restores the bike so that it is
mechanically sound and functionally safe. For qualitycontrol purposes, the bike is then cross-checked by
another mechanic. Finally, another volunteer cleans the
bike, making it as cosmetically appealing as possible.
The end product is often near to the quality of a new
bicycle that would be sold by a full-service bicycle shop.
The main shop is the equivalent of a two-car garage,
with enough stations to accommodate up to seven
mechanics working at the same time. Each station is
equipped with all appropriate bicycle specific tools that a
mechanic would use in basic restoration. Additionally,
the shop is equipped with one or more sets of less
commonly-used bicycle specific tools. Almost anything a
commercial biked shop can do can be done by
Bikes4Kids.
The Bikes4Kids mechanics make the
difficult seem easy. The impossible just takes a little
longer.
Sometimes parts need to be replaced. Multiple bins
contain parts “harvested” from bikes that were
otherwise unsalvageable. In situations where new
components are needed, these are purchased from a
wholesale outlet.
Figures don’t lie and here are some figures that tell
the story of 10 years of Bikes4Kids bicycle restoration.
The numbers have been rounded. Total bikes received:
25,000. Total bikes restored: 6,000. Bikes given “as is”
to other charities: 10,000. Bikes “parted out” and
recycled: 8,000. Cost of new parts purchased: $30,000.
Cost of new helmets and locks that accompany each
bicycle: $43,000.
For more information, check out the website
bikes4kidsmn.org
or
send
an
email
to
info@bikes4kidsmn.org . New volunteers are welcome!
This year the net revenue from this event were
$1,527.83. This event has continued to grow and
provide resources for the ongoing mission of
Bikes4Kids.
It is really a family event as
can be seen with the Ken
and Joyce Jensen family.
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Bike Delivery Statistics 2015 - 2021
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